In this paper we propose a method for logo recognition using deep learning. Our recognition pipeline is composed of a logo region proposal followed by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) specifically trained for logo classification, even if they are not precisely localized. Experiments are carried out on the FlickrLogos-32 database, and we evaluate the effect on recognition performance of synthetic versus real data augmentation, and image pre-processing. Moreover, we systematically investigate the benefits of different training choices such as class-balancing, sample-weighting and explicit modeling the background class (i.e. no-logo regions). Experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed method, that outperforms the methods in the state of the art.
Introduction
Logo recognition in images and videos is the key problem in a wide range of applications, such as copyright infringement detection, contextual advertise placement, vehicle logo for intelligent traffic-control systems [1] , automated computation of brand-related statistics on social media [2] , augmented reality [3] , etc.
Traditionally, logo recognition has been addressed with keypoint-based detectors and descriptors [4, 5, 6, 7] . For example Romberg and Lienhart [8] presented a scalable logo recognition technique based on feature bundling, where individual local features are aggregated with features from their spatial neighborhood into Bag of Words (BoW). Romberg et al. [9] exploited a method for encoding and indexing the relative spatial layout of local features detected in the logo images. Based on the analysis of the local features and the composition of basic spatial structures, such as edges and triangles, they derived a quantized representation of the regions in the logos. Revaud et al. [10] introduced a technique to down-weight the score of those noisy logo detections by learning a dedicated burstiness model for the input logo. Recently some works investigating the use of deep learning for logo recognition appeared [11, 12, 13] . Bianco et al. [11] and Eggert et al. [12] investigated the use of pretrained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and synthetically generated data for logo recognition, trying different techniques to deal with the limited amount of training data. Also Iandola et al. [13] investigated a similar approach, proposing and evaluating several network architectures. Given the limited amount of training data available for the logo recognition task, all these methods work on networks pretrained on different tasks.
In this paper we propose a method for logo recognition exploiting deep learning. The recognition pipeline is composed by a recall-oriented logo region proposal [14] , followed by a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) specifically trained for logo classification, even if they are not precisely localized. Within this pipeline, we investigate the benefit on the recognition performance of the application of different machine learning techniques in training, such as image pre-processing, class-balancing, sample weighting, and synthetic data augmentation. Furthermore we prove the benefit of adding as positive examples candidate regions coming from the object proposal to the ground truth logos, and the benefit of enlarging the size of the actual dataset with real data augmentation and the use of a background class (i.e. no-logo regions) in training.
Proposed Method
The proposed classification pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1 . Since logos may appear in any image location with any orientation and scale, and more logos can coexist in the same image, for each image we generate different object proposals, that are regions which are more likely to contain a logo. These proposal are then cropped to a common size to match the input dimensions of the neural network and are propagated through a CNN specifically trained for logo recognition.
In order to have performance as high as possible within this pipeline, we use an object proposal that is highly recall-oriented. For this reason, the CNN classifier should be designed and trained to take into account that the logo regions proposed may contain many false positives or only parts of actual logos. To address these problems we propose here a training framework and investigate the influence on the final recognition performance of different implementation choices.
In more detail, the training framework is reported in Figure 2 . The training data preparation is composed by two main parts:
-Precise ground-truth logo annotations: Given a set of training images and associated ground-truth specifying logo position and class, we first crop logo regions and annotate them with the ground-truth class. These regions are rectangular crops that completely contain logos but, due to the prospective of the image or the logo particular shape, may also contain part of the background.
-Object-proposal logo annotations: Since we must automatically localize regions that may contain a logo, an object proposal algorithm is employed in the whole pipeline as shown in Figure 1 . This algorithm is not applied only to the test images, but it is also run on the training images to extract regions that are more likely to contain a logo. Details about the particular algorithm used are given in the next subsection. Each object proposal in the training images is then labeled on the basis of its content: if it overlaps with a ground-truth logo region, it is annotated with the corresponding class and with the Intersection-overUnion (IoU) overlap ratio, otherwise it is labeld as background.
Within our training framework we investigate both the use of the precise ground-truth logo annotations alone or coupled with the object-proposal logo annotations. All positive instances, i.e. labeled logos and eventually object proposals that overlap with them by a significant amount (i.e. IoU≥ 0.5), are used to train a Convolutional Neural Network whose architecture is given below. Different training choices are investigated within our framework in -Data augmentation: Training examples are augmented in number by generating random shifts of logo regions. The hypothesis is that this should make the CNN more robust to inaccurate logo localization at test time.
-Contrast normalization: Images are contrastnormalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation, which are extracted from the whole training set. The hypothesis is that this should make the CNN more robust to changes in the lighting and imaging conditions.
-Sample weighting: Positive instances are weighted on the basis of their overlap with ground-truth logo regions. The hypothesis is that this should make the CNN more confident on proposals highly overlapping with the ground truth logos.
-Background class: A background class is considered together with the logo classes. Background examples are not randomly selected, but are composed by the candidate regions generated by the object proposal algorithm on training images and that do not overlap with any logo. The hypothesis is that this should make the CNN more precise in discriminating logos and background class.
The actual contribution to the performance of each training choice considered will be discussed in Section 4. After the CNN is trained, a threshold is learned on top of the CNN predictions. If the CNN prediction with the highest confidence is below this threshold, the candidate region is labeled as not being a logo, otherwise CNN prediction is left unchanged.
The testing framework is reported in Figure 3 . Given a test image, we extract the object proposals with the same algorithm used for training. We then perform contrastnormalization over each proposal (if enabled at training time), and feed them to the CNN. The CNN predictions on the proposals are max-pooled and the class identified with highest confidence (eventually including the background class) is selected. If the CNN confidence for a logo class is above the threshold that has been learned in training, the corresponding logo class is assigned to the image, otherwise the image is labeled as not containing any logo.
Object proposal
For object proposal we exploit a Selective Search algorithm originally introduced by van de Sande et al. [15, 16] . The goal of Selective Search is to provide a set of regions likely to contain an instance of the object of interest, i.e. logos in our case. They can appear in any position and scale, and may have been acquired under different lighting conditions, and from slightly different point of views. The algorithm is designed to be highly recall-oriented; this implies that very few logos are not segmented, but also implies that a great number of false positive candidates are generated. The proposed regions will be disambiguated by the neural network that comes afterward.
Network Architecture
The architecture used for the experiments in the following sections is a tiny deep neural network. We opted for a tiny network because it is fast at test time and it can be trained on cheap GPUs in very short time. It also allows us to train the network without using any form of regularization like dropout [17] , dropconnect [18] , etc. decreasing even more the time needed for training and validating the network.
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Object proposal The same network structure was used by Krizhevsky in [19] on the CIFAR-10 dataset, where it was proven to be an high-performance network for the task of object recognition on tiny RGB images. It has three convolutional layers interleaved by ReLU nonlinearities and Pooling layers. All the pooling layers make the data dimensions halve after every Pooling block. The last part of the network (farthest from the input) consists in two Fully-connected layers with a final Softmax classifier. The whole net structure is presented in Table 1 .
To give an idea of the network size, our network has 1.5 × 10 5 parameters whereas AlexNet (used in [12] ) and GoogLeNet (a similar structure is used in [13] ) have respectively 6 × 10 7 and 1.3 × 10 7 parameters. Therefore our network is less likely to overfit, even when the size of the training set is not large. 
Logos datasets
FlickrLogos-32 Dataset
FlickrLogos-32 dataset [9] is a publicly-available collection of photos showing 32 different logo brands. It is meant for the evaluation of logo retrieval and multi-class logo detection/recognition systems on real-world images. All logos have an approximately planar or cylindrical surface. For each class, the dataset offers 10 training images, 30 validation images, and 30 test images. An example image for each of the 32 classes of the FlickrLogos-32 dataset is reported in Figure 4 .
Logos-32plus Dataset
Logos-32plus dataset is an expansion of the trainset of FlickrLogos-32. It has the same classes of objects as its counterpart but a larger cardinality (12312 instances). We collected this new dataset for three main reasons: first, since we want to test a deep learning approach, we needed a suitable dataset size. Second, we believe that Logos-32 dataset is not very representative of a data distribution for most real-world problems. Third, we hypothesize that synthetic data augmentation is not enough to model actual logo appearance variability. The Logos-32 dataset was collected with the aim to train keypoint-based approaches. Therefore the selection of images followed some implicit guidelines, such as: most of the images are on focus, no blurry or noisy images, and usually images with highly saturated colors. As a result, the variability of this dataset mainly resides on the amount of intraclass affine transformations which can be handled very well by keypointbased detection methods. We collected this new dataset with the aim of taking into account a larger set of real imaging conditions and transformations that may occur in uncontrolled acquisitions.
We built the Logos-32plus dataset with images retrieved from both Flickr and Google image search. In particular, to increase the variability of data distribution we performed multiple queries for each logo. The dendrogram scheme in Figure 5 shows the tags used to compose the search queries used. To compose a single query we concatenate one leaf (a single logo) with a single tag of an ancestor node. The whole set of queries for each logo can be obtained by concatenating the logo name (leaf) with each tag contained in all the ancestors nodes. For example, all the queries used to search for the "Becks" logo are: "logo Becks", "merchandising Becks", "events Becks", "drink Becks", "bottle Becks", "can Becks", "beer Becks", "bier Becks" etc.
The dataset contains on average 400 examples per class, with each image including one or multiple instances of the same class. The detailed distribution of classes is shown in Figure 7 and a comparison between the FlickrLogos-32 and the Logos-32plus datasets is presented in Table 2 . The dataset will be made available at http://www.ivl.disco.unimib.it/ (link available after acceptance).
Duplicates Removal
To ensure a high variability of the new dataset and to avoid any overlap with the existing one, we performed a semi-automatic check for duplicate images within the Logos-32plus dataset itself and with the FlickrLogos-32 dataset. The process has been carried out in two steps. First, we automatically found and discarded image duplicates using the SSIM measure [20] : we checked for similarity every pair of images within the Logos-32plus dataset itself and with the FlickrLogos-32 dataset using the SSIM measure. Images with SSIM measure over 0.9 have been discarded.
As a second step, we removed near duplicates in a semiautomatic manner. We say that two images are near duplicates if they depict the same scene with small differences in appearance with a particular focus on the portion of the image containing the logo. Examples of near duplicates are different overlapping crops of the same photo or images of the same scene from a different point of view. An interesting example of near duplicates is shown in Figure 6 . The two images depict the same gas station from a very similar point of view. The girls in the photo are in different poses but the appearance of the Esso logo in the two images is basically the same. In detail, to remove near duplicates we used the following procedure:
-we trained our CNN (structure in Table 1 ) from scratch on Logos-32plus dataset. To accomplish this task we fed the network with crops extracted from GT annotations and Object-proposals regions.
-We truncated the learned network leaving out the last two layers (softmax and last fully-connected). This network surgery operation let us use our network as a feature extractor exploiting the robust features learned by a deep neural network. We used this truncated network to extract features from every image crop that contains a tagged logo.
-We trained a k-NN classifier on top of the extracted features (using Logos-32plus as training set) and used it to retrieve from Logos-32plus and FlickrLogos-32 the nearest five results.
-Finally we manually checked for near duplicates among the five nearest results retrieved by the classifier. All the near duplicates have been discarded from the final dataset.
Experimental Setup and Results
Experiments are performed considering the different training choices described in Section 2. These include class balancing, data augmentation, image contrast normalization, sample weighting, addition of a background class, Figure 6 : Example of near duplicates. The two images depict the same scene from a similar point of view. The appearance of the Esso logo in the two images is basically the same. We removed one of the two images from our Logos-32 plus dataset because the other one is included in the FlickrLogos-32 test set.
and addition of positive examples actually generated by the object proposal algorithm. Each change to the training procedure is introduced one at a time, in order to assess its individual contribution, and the corrisponding value is underlined in Table 3 for better readability. All these configurations are trained using real data augmentation, i.e. with our extended Logos32plus dataset in addition to FlickrLogos-32 training and validation sets. Results are reported in Table 3 To retrieve images of becks logos we used for instance: "logo Becks", "merchandising Becks", "drink Becks", "bottle Becks", "beer Becks" etc. Figure 3 , the threshold on CNN predictions is automatically chosen to maximize the accuracy on FlickrLogos-32 training and validation sets. The best configuration is then compared to other state of the art methods in Table 4 . As further investigation we quantify the contribution given from real data augmentation, by training the same solution on the original FlickrLogos-32 training set only. Finally, we assess the impact of the object proposal algorithm to the overall performance. To do this we add all the ground truth locations to the test set, instead of relying on the object proposal only.
From the results reported in Table 3 it is possible to see that with respect to a straightforward application of deep learning to the logo recognition task (i.e. Training Configuration I, TC -I), the different training choices considered are able to give a large increase in performance:
-The first jump in performance is obtained by including the background (i.e. no-logo examples) as a new class in training. Results are identified as TC -II and show an improvement in F1-measure and accuracy of 31.8% and 52.4% with respect to TC -I.
-A second jump is obtained by including object proposals coming from Selective Search as additional training examples. This configuration is named TC -III and improves the F1-measure and accuracy by 11.3% and 12.4% with respect to TC -II.
-A third jump in performance is obtained by augmenting the cardinality of object proposals coming from Selective Search by perturbing them with random translations (i.e. synthetic data augmentation). This configuration is named TC -IV and improves the F1-measure and accuracy by 11.7% and 20.9% with respect to TC -III.
-A further, smaller, improvement in performance is obtained by considering class balancing to account for different cardinalities, with "Epoch" balancing giving consistently better performance than the "Batch" counterpart (named TC -V and TC -VI respectively).
In particular, TC -V improves the F1-measure and accuracy by 0.4% and 0.3% with respect to TC -IV. Weighting examples based on overlap between OP and GT -Contrast normalization brings a further little but consistent improvement, with TC -VII improving the F1-measure and accuracy by 2.4% and 0.2% with respect to TC -V.
-Sample weighting instead (adopted in TC -VIII and TC -X), which consists in weighting training examples according to the degree of overlap between the object proposal and ground truth regions, results in lowering the final performance of the method.
The best configuration (i.e. TC -VII) trained on our extended training set is highlighted in bold in Table 3 and compared with the state of the art in Table 4 . Performances of the other methods are taken from the respective papers and thus for some of them some performance measures are missing. From the results reported it is possible to see that the proposed solution is able to improve the F1-measure with respect to the best method in the state of the art by 3.8%, and the accuracy by 1.7%. It is worth to underline that the best results for the two metrics were obtained by different methods in the state of the art, i.e. by Romberg et. al [8] and BoW SIFT [8] respectively. As a further comparison, we report the results obtained by our solution using only FlickrLogos-32 for training and keeping all the other training choices unchanged. This results in a drop in F1-measure by 14.7% and by 4.8% in accuracy, giving an idea of the benefit of real data augmentation with respect to a purely synthetic one [12] . As a final analysis, to understand if the major source of error in our method is the Selective Search module that is unable to have a high recall or if its the CNN itself that mispredicts the logo class, we perform an additional test by adding the actual logo ground truth region to the object proposals. This increases the F1-measure by 0.6% and the accuracy by 0.2% indicating that its the major source of error in our method is the CNN itself. Some examples of wrongly labeled candidate logo regions are reported in Figure 8 . Candidates are generated by the object proposal and they have a IoU larger than 0.5 with the corresponding ground truth. The first and the third row depict the wrongly recognized regions labeled with their actual class, while the second and fourth one depict the nearest example in the training set using as features the activations of the last network layer before the softmax. Images are reported with the same resolution used to feed the CNN, i.e. 32×32 pixels. Table 5 shows the timings for the whole recognition procedure at test time. Experiments are performed on the same computer (Intel i7 3.40 GHz -16 GB RAM) averaging the timings of 100 runs on different images. Two different solutions are compared: the use of CPU or GPU (GeForce GTX 650) for the classification step. The proposals extraction step runs always on CPU. The prepocessing time include the resize of every patch to match the CNN input size, the contrast normalization (negligible processing time) and eventually the time to copy the data from CPU to GPU memory. In Table 5 it is possible to notice that the overhead caused by the CPU-GPU memory transfer makes the overall time of the GPU solution higher than that of the CPU solution.
Timings
Conclusions
Logo recognition is fundamental in many application domains. The problem is that logos may appear in any position, scale and under any point of view in an image. Moreover, the images may be corrupted by many image artifacts and distortions.
The traditional approaches to logo recognition involve keypoint-based detectors and descriptors, or the use of CNNs pretrained on different tasks. Our solution employs a CNN specifically trained for the task of logo classification, even if they are not perfectly localized. We designed a complete recognition pipeline including a recall-oriented candidate logo region proposal that feeds our CNN.
Experiments are carried out on the FlickrLogos-32 database and on its enlarged version, Logos-32plus, collected by the authors. We systematically investigated the effect on recognition performance of synthetic versus real data augmentation, image pre-processing, and the benefits of different training choices such as class-balancing, sample-weighting and explicit modeling the background class (i.e. no-logo regions). Our best solution outperforms the methods in the state of the art and makes use of an explicit modeling of the background class, both precise and actual object-proposal logo annotations during training, synthetic data augmentation, epoch-based class balancing, and image contrast normalization as pre-processing, while sample weighting is disabled. The newly collected Logos-32plus and the trained CNN are made available for research purposes. 
